Significant expansion at HBA Legal
Growing Federal Workers’ Compensation team
Multiple insurance lawyer roles in several locations
About the opportunity
We have a number of opportunities, within our Federal Workers’ Compensation team, for
insurance lawyers at varying stages of their career.
Our Federal Workers’ Compensation practice is rapidly growing and in addition we were
recently appointed to the Commonwealth Government’s legal panel. So, if you are a savvy
insurance lawyer we want to hear from you.
We don’t mind where you live: we are simply looking for the very best people in this area of
the law. What interests us is people with a proven track record in the Federal Workers’
Compensation space (FYI: HBA has offices in Sydney, Perth, Brisbane, Newcastle and
Melbourne). Despite not having an office in Canberra yet, we are open to speaking to
Canberra-based candidates.
Whether you have just one-year post admission experience, or six years under your belt, we
want to hear from you.
The successful candidates will work within our national team of federal workers’ compensation
experts who are currently located in Perth (including our supervising Partner), Melbourne,
Sydney and Newcastle.
You will actively contribute to our ‘One HBA’ business model, sharing time, knowledge and
passion across the business. Your success will be underpinned by your commitment to our
core values – Generous, Genuine, Creative, Collaborative. High ethical standards and
professionalism are mandatory, along with initiative, strong interpersonal skills and a
commitment to teamwork.

About HBA Legal
HBA Legal is a specialist insurance law firm, today servicing clients across Australia and
overseas. HBA partners with underwriters, brokers, insurers, insureds, and large self-insured
companies. HBA is one of Australia’s leading defendant-only insurance practices, forging the
way in creative problem solving and commercially oriented solutions.
HBA removed the shackles of bureaucracy and traditional thinking so often seen in big law
firms, enabling true business partnerships with clients. We achieve this the ‘HBA Way’,
following NewLaw principles pivoting on flexibility, accessibility and innovation. We simplify
and solve our clients’ challenges.
The HBA Group also encompasses claims management business Paratus (Melbourne) and
legal process and technology provider Pillion (Newcastle). HBA’s lawyers provide the legal
advice that makes Paratus truly unique as a claims management business. Pillion helps HBA
Legal and Paratus keep their admin costs down to support the very competitive fees they offer
clients, while also delivering savvy IT solutions to support both businesses. That’s evolution.
That’s innovation. That’s HBA Group.

Why choose HBA?
We offer an inclusive and progressive work environment where the only limitation is yourself.
We are a constantly evolving enterprise, embracing new ideas and forging a path through the
changing legal industry.
You will be working in a national firm with some of the best minds in the business. We will
nurture your talent, afford you opportunity for growth, and hopefully have a lot of fun along the
way.
One of the things our people tell us they enjoy most about working at HBA is that they get all
the benefits associated with a small- to- medium firm environment (particularly around work/life
balance), yet the calibre of work they get their hands on is what many would expect to only
find at a big firm.

Interested?
Find out more about us at hbalegal.com, or call HR Manager Fiona Smith for a confidential
conversation on 0402 048 805.

